Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, February 2018

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com). Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory
From Architecture 2.0: to see a list of anticipated new buildings, go to: arch2o.com/buildings-waiting-2018/

A new article (opinion piece) on the state of Byzantine art at the Louvre can be found at: https://www.apollo-magazine.com/why-the-louvre-needs-a-byzantine-art-section/

Booklist
Architects


Russell Jr, Robert Douglass. William Strickland and the Creation of an American
Architecture, Knoxville: Univ. of Tennessee Press, 2017. ISBN: 9781621903468. 344 pages. $60.00


Architecture, Ancient:


Architecture, Medieval:


Architecture, Modern:


Architecture – China:


Architecture – Germany:


Architecture – Great Britain:


Architecture – India:

Asher, Catherine. 69: Delhi’s Qutb Complex, the Minar, Mosque and Mehrauli. Gaithersburg: Marg Foundation, 2017. ISBN: 9789383243198. 140 pages. $49.16

Architecture – Ireland:

Architecture – Italy:


Architecture – France:


Architecture – Japan:


Architecture – Turkey:


Architecture – United States:


Architecture and Society:


Architectural Design:


Hemmerling, Marco. *Informed Architecture: Computational Strategies in Architectural*


Architectural Practice:


Architectural Technology:


Architectural Theory:


Biennale (Exhibitions):


Building Materials:


Building Types:


Decoration and Ornamentation:


Historic Preservation:


Landscape Architecture:


**Masterworks:**


**Sustainability:**


**Urban Development:**


Women in Architecture:
